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eKASH INTRODUCTION

What is eKASH?
eKash is the rst UX (User Experience) oriented and fee-
neutralizable platform on the planet.

Cryptocurrency is prevailing in these years, but many of 
us are perplexed by its complexity. After conquering all 
these technical puzzles, you will realize that every single 
transaction charges you fee. We know that transaction fee 
is inevitable because it serves as an incentive for block 
makers. However, from the bottom of heart, we don’t like it.

eKash solves it. We dene the UX of cryptocurrency. Like 
any other cryptocurrency, you can trade, write contracts, 
and develop dapp. We make it better because it is easier 
to use, and you don’t need to worry about transaction fee 
because the advertisers will pay for it indirectly.

Technical Background? 
eKash is written in node.js on the backend, and HTML/
CSS on the frontend. The database uses PostgreSQL and 
optional Redis cache.
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Key Innovation Factors 
eKash adopts a well-known format as its main wallet 
address: email. Email wallet address implicitly introduces 
the domain concept. The Wallet Address Resolution 
Protocol converts the email wallet address to the hex 
address behind the curtain. Domain administrators can 
setup their rules to customize the resolution process. From 
now on you can forget about the magical hex string and 
QR image. End users just needs to use their email wallet 
addresses.

Consumers feel safe to proceed the payment, as the address here is an 
Email, which is very easy to be recognized. No more worries to check 

whether the hex address is correct or not while processing the payment.
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eKash wallet is more than a wallet. It acts as a portal of 
services, and the portal could recognize/identify visitors so 
it can present tailored services. The portal protocol is called 
Wallet Portal Protocol (WPP). Any WPP-compatible client 
can navigate eKash portal pages.

With our tailored services, the portal page will show up the 

corresponding content based on your shopping habits!
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One more wallet surprise for you. eKash wallet can produce 
its own wallet token in an easy way. You don’t need to 
write a smart contract. Just name it, and then it is done.

Shop owners can dene their own 
product promotion plans. When the 

payment is completed, consumers will 
earn certain points that shop owners 

pre-dened. Here is an example where a 

consumer earn 15 points aer purchasing 
a pair of high-heels from a shoe store. 

Points could be used as discount for 
the next purchase, or even free like the 

example shown above.
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eKash transactions still require fee. The big difference is: 
advertising is involved. Advertisers distribute advertisements 
in a courteous manner. We insist ‘courteous’ because we 
value UX. The distribution consumes ‘Distribution Fee’. The 
distribution fee is paid to transaction parties if the parties 
read the advertisement. You can think of this as fee refund. 
The more transactions you do, the more refund you get.

Depending on what consumers 

purchased, video ads that consumers may 
be interested will show up below aer the 

payment. If consumers tap and watch the 

video ads, they will earn certain eKash 
which can cover the transaction fee. 

Tap on the video ads will start the video 

playback with 20 seconds countdown 
on top-le of the screen.
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Ads reward notication window will 
popup aer 20 seconds of a clip has 

played, meanwhile, EKH reward will to 
consumer’s account directly.

Consumer can check their earnings further by 
going to “Account Details“.
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Terminologys

ACCOUNT

WALLET

ACCOUNT IDENTIFIER
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CORE FEATURE

Wallet 

Every eKash user should register at least one valid email 
wallet address (EWA). The registration process is domain-
dependent. eKash provides a default @w.kash.email for 
everyone. The EWA registration is a transaction, which will 
be veried by nodes.

With EWA, end users do not need to write down WA or 
generate QR image. That’s a relief of life. Imagine you 
have 30 WA and QR images, can you tell which one is the 
local wallet or online exchange wallet? That’s a big mess. 
In eKash, our client initiates a transaction with EWA. the 
receiver can tell who is sending eKash by EWA and portal 
page. Everything is human-readable.

Here is an example of 3 dierent user accounts.
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Wallet Portal

eKash EWA is not just a string. It is a portal. The portal is 
navigable, like a homepage. You can see various information 
and services: wallet owner name, description, wallet purpose, 
recent activities, facebook link, avatar, auction items, special 
offers, … it could be anything. All in one click, which leads 
you to the portal. The portal identies each visitor, so that it 
can present extra tailored contents, such as your unpaid bill.

Email Wallet Address (EWA) portal is a gateway 

for consumer to learn more about the shop owner 

in a minute. e screenshot above shows you the 
portion info of wallet owner including contact info 

and social network. 
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Advertising Reward 

eKash platform is the rst platform that you can have chances to 
compensate from fee. We introduce advertising to eKash platform. 

Advertisements will be sent to the clients, and the block makers 
collect transactions and advertisements into a block. To distribute 
advertisements on the eKash platform, advertisers needs to pay 
distribution fee. If a client watch the advertisement, the distribution 
fee will be paid to him. The distribution fee is the incentive for 
clients to watch the advertisements.

Advertisers monitor transactions 
in real time manner. If advertisers 
decide to send advertisements 
to a transaction, they will 
publish a new transaction which 
contains the advertisements and 
distribution fee.

Advertising reward feature on eKash platform is a win-

win design, which helps advertiser accurately promote 

their products to potential buyers, and consumers are also 
comfortable with it as they earn fees from advertisers.
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eCommerce

The portal is a great feature for your business, especially 
for online store. You can list all your commodities, 
announce year-end sales, interact with clients, blog update, 
recent activities, ...etc. Clients can place orders and pay 
coins immediately. All these things are easy and fast.

e portal is the place for store owner to promote 

their products, and it’s also the place for consumer to 

order merchandise they love. From screenshot above, 
consumer either can order the product by EKH or by 

reward points.
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Reward Point

You can make use of wallet token as reward points. The 
online store can gives its members any number of  wallet 
tokens as membership reward points. These reward points 
are spendable if you want.

Store owners can dene dierent 
types of reward point based on 

dierent product categories they 

have.

Here is the scenario of a bakery store. 
Consumers can purchase cream 

bread for free by 5 bread reward 

points.
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Location-Based POS

Each wallet has its location information and its menu. 
Basically, it is a mobile POS system. Clients can walk to 
your restaurant, nd your wallet portal by location, order 
foods, and pay the bill.

Consumer rst walk into the 

bakery store, GPS then identify 

the location, the name of store 
(Boulangerie Bakery) will show 

up on the map. Consumers then 
tap on the store to check the 

store menu and continue their 

shopping.

On menu page, consumers 

pick the product, adjust order 

quantity, and then tap on the 
“Order” button to continue the 

purchase.

On checkout page, consumer 

tap on “Pay with eKash“ button 
to complete the payment. 
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CLIENTS

Peer Client

The peer client is available in Windows, Linux, and Mac 
OS. if you are a developer or superuser, pick a peer client. 
This can act as a peer node, so it can build block and earn 
transaction fees. The peer client doesn’t have regular client 
features (for regular user). If you need those regular user 
features, install regular client on the same computer.

Regular Client

The regular client is available for Desktop (Windows, Mac 
OS, Web) and Mobile (iOS, Android). This is the best client 
for regular users to access their eKash accounts. The 
regular client doesn’t download full blockchains. It connects 
to local/remote peers.
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eKASH CONSENSUS

Concept

eKash is based on Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS) 
consensus algorithm. 

DPoS is based on delegates creating blocks. Delegates 
are trusted accounts which are elected to be “Active 
Delegates”. The 101 delegate accounts with the most votes 
create the blocks. Other delegates are listed as “Standby 
Delegates”, and they can advance to the top 101 list by 
receiving votes from the other eKash owners. All users 
of eKash have 101 votes available to elect their favorite 
delegates into the top 101 list. The weight of each of the 
101 votes is proportional to the amount of eKash the user 
has in the wallet the votes are cast from.

Delegate promotion to the top 101 or demotion to the 
standby list happens at the completion of the 101 block 
generation cycle. Each cycle of 101 blocks is created by 
the top 101 delegates in random order. The block time 
is 10 seconds. Newly created blocks are broadcast to 
the network and added to the blockchain. After 6 to 10 
conrmations, a block, along with its transactions, can be 
considered as conrmed. A complete 101 block generation 
cycle takes approximately 16 minutes.
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Delegate

To be a delegate, a user must install a Peer Client. Block 
generation is only happens to peer client.  All eKash 
accounts are eligible to become delegates.

New delegates start as standby delegates. Standby 
delegates begin with an approval rating of 0% and will 
need to accrue votes from the eKash community in order 
to advance to be one of the top 101 delegates. Block 
generation is performed by the top 101 delegates only. If 
you are in standby status, you will not forge any block.

Fee

A block is composed of valid transactions and 
advertisements. Transaction and distribution fee are both 
needed to make the transactions and advertisements valid.

Delegates receive the transaction fees from all 
transactions of the last block cycle (101 blocks). Fees are 
split equally between all delegates who created a block in 
that cycle. Delegates who missed creating a block assigned 
to them during that cycle will not be paid.
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PROTOCOLS

Wallet Address Resolution Protocol

This protocol describes how to convert the email wallet 
address (EWA) to hex wallet address. The email wallet 
address format is id@domain. A resolution is resolved in 
the following order:

Every peer client must verify this registration transaction 
on its own to conrm the conversion is not fake.

1

2
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Wallet Portal Protocol 

Each valid wallet can register its own portal page. Regular 
Client can navigate anyone’s portal page by a simple click, 
just like clicking a hyperlink. Regular Client will retrieve 
portal page from Peer Client through Wallet Portal Protocol. 
You can use the default portal page, or design your own 
portal page. The Portal Design function is only available 
in Regular Client. An authentic wallet must present an 
exhaustive portal page. We are drafting a feature that you 
can verify your wallet account as authentic, and other 
people will see an authentic mark in your portal.
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